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e Duxbury Rural & Historical Society was founded in 1883 with the
mission to improve and ornament the streets of Town. e ﬁrst project undertaken
was the purchase of 27 street lamps set out along Washington Street.
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Historical Society
Volunteer Awards
Sam Davenport
As spring slowly unfolds, and as I begin
to settle into my new role as president,
I have spent some time taking stock of
this venerable organization which has
played such a key role in shaping our
town and its character. We have much
to be proud of: archives and collections
that rival those of many well-endowed
museums; a ﬁrst-rate director and
staﬀ who possess the talent and vision
to carry out the DRHS’s ambitious
mission; buildings and property which
anchor our town to its historical and
rural roots; award-winning publications;
a wide variety of fascinating lectures,
excavations and other activities;
and, most important of all, a vibrant,
dedicated membership.
I would like to say a few more words
about the DRHS’s membership, because
I cannot overstate its importance to
the organization.
First, one of the many beneﬁts of being
a DRHS member is the right to let the
DRHS’s board and staﬀ know whether
or not we are doing our job well. Are
we staying true to our mission? Are we
moving in the right direction? Is there
more that we can do? I hope that every
continued on page 5

e DRHS held its annual meeting on
February 5 during which several key
volunteers were recognized with awards.
Outgoing Trustees, Nancy Bennett and
Tony Kelso were acknowledged and
thanked for their years of service.
The Society could not function without
dedicated volunteers and we were pleased
to recognize their eﬀorts. Awards were
given to the following individuals:
Jayne Talmage was given the award for
lands conservation and gardens. She has
adopted and, for the past several years,
looked after a special location on the
grounds of the Nathaniel Winsor, Jr.
House. e so-called “Secret Garden,”
which was beautifully designed in
preparation for the Showhouse at
Nathaniel Winsor in 1998, would be
derelict and all but lost if not for her work.
She has put in countless hours, not to

Tony Kelso, Town Historian, was given our
Volunteer of the Year Award.

mention personal expense. She also
devotes her time as Secretary of the
Publications Committee and greatly
assists that group’s publicity eﬀorts.
David Corey was the recipient of our
award for preservation. In the truest sense
of volunteerism, he has stepped forward
on several occasions to propose some
brilliant projects relating to the preservation
continued on page 5

Historical Duxbury Photographs Online
e DRHS has established an online archive
of historical Duxbury photographs through
Flickr, a photo-sharing website. e site
currently features over 250 photographs of
Duxbury ranging from the late 19th to
mid-20th century. Many more photographs
will be added to the site in the coming weeks.
e photograph collection can be viewed at
ﬂickr.com/photos/drewarchives.
We sincerely hope you will view the collection
and leave comments on the website if you have

information to share regarding the sites
depicted. In particular, there are a number of
old photographs of unidentiﬁed Duxbury
homes. It is hoped that some residents might
be able to assist in identifying these locations.
A signiﬁcant component of the mission of the
DRHS is to collect and preserve historical
objects, documents and photographs. During
2012, the DRHS accessioned over 83 artifacts
(including paintings, historic clothing and
continued on page 3
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they came to build new farms and homes.
Around 1634 one of the best known
settlers, Elder William Brewster, made
his home on the site now known as the
“Brewster Lilacs” oﬀ of Marshall Street
on Standish Shore in Duxbury. During
the fall of 2012, the Duxbury Rural
and Historical Society conducted an
Also accessioned this year to the permanent
archaeological testing procedure on the
collection is a small medallion marked
site, funded through a generous grant by
“Fred L. Loring/So. Duxbury, Mass."
the Aequa Foundation. is summer’s
e exact use is unknown; it is possibly
exhibition, Digging Duxbury: the Brewster
some kind of fraternal or professional
Homestead’s Archaeological Past will
organizational symbol. Fred Loring was
present the project and its ﬁndings.
born in Duxbury in 1889 and his family
e excavations at the Brewster site not
lived throughout the Island Creek area.
Loring appears in various census and draft only recovered evidence of 17th century
documents and it is interesting to note that occupation, but also a spectrum of artifacts
that indicate continual occupation through
his occupation changes often: farmer;
lobster ﬁsherman; gardener for W.B. Winslow; the early 20th century. Signiﬁcant ﬁndings
employee of Harry Cushing. e Winslow include Native American stone tools and
completed projectile points going back at
Farm was located on Standish Street, and
least
3,000 years. e dig also uncovered
was active until the 1980s; they were a large
the house foundation, hearth and well
employer and landlord in town. Harry
Cushing ran a cement block factory at Hall’s from a late 18th century house (possibly
that of a later Brewster or belonging to the
Corner. Based on this information, Fred
Loring can be considered a typical laborer Soule family, which took over the site
of the period; his changes in occupation are around that time). Later artifacts recovered
not only indicatory of what it took to make date to the turn of the 20th century and
a living as such in South Duxbury, but they are from the Myles Standish Hotel which
also illustrate what types of industries were operated in the area, and used the site as a
operating, and hiring, in town at the time. refuse heap.
between Boston and Plymouth, with
additional rail lines being added later.
Railroads provided important commercial
connections during the 19th century, and
for Duxbury, the railroads were key
components of the summer tourist industry,
bringing visitors to town.

Erin McGough

New Acquisitions
One recent acquisition that I would like to
highlight is the donation by Jack Deloge of
a painting by Daniel Francois Santry
(1858-circa 1920), depicting Powder Point
and Duxbury Bay with Clark's Island
visible in the background, ca. 1880. e
artist was born in Boston and in his early
20s went to Paris to take lessons from
Pissarro, the Impressionist painter. Later,
Santry exhibited at the Boston Art Club
and then spent 23 years as the “artist in
residence” at the Sunset Hill House in
Sugar Hill, New Hampshire. His Duxbury
scenes date to the years prior to his
departure for France, dating them to
around 1880. Santry is an artist previously
unknown to us at DRHS so we look
forward to learning more and enjoying
this ﬁne work.

e Collections Committee met in
March to review objects that were oﬀered
to the Society over the winter. Mr. Brad
Digging Duxbury: e Brewster
Newman of Duxbury donated a 6” iron
Homestead’s Archaeological Past
railroad spike that he found on his
(Potter Gallery Exhibition)
property; the spike is believed to be from
When the Pilgrim settlers decided to expand
the Old Colony Railroad, which was
founded in 1844 to provide rail connection beyond the boundaries of old Plymouth,
Duxbury was one of the ﬁrst places that

e Society’s exhibition will open with a
special reception for members on July 5
from 5-7 pm and will open to the general
public on July 6. Come explore the
abundance of history that was recovered
in just a small area of land in Duxbury.
e exhibition also features Pilgrim-era
objects from the Society’s
permanent collection, a video
showing photography from the
actual dig, and hands-on activities
for the family.

Left: Powder Point by
Daniel Santry.
Right: Fred Loring medallion.
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acquiring. Over the past few months we
have received four fantastic 20th century
photographs, including one of the Myles
Standish Monument’s statue with its sculptor
that is particularily interesting (see page 4).
We also acquired ﬁve letters written by
Henry Barstow, a young Duxbury Civil War
soldier; a letter regarding the landing of the
French-Atlantic cable in 1869; an invitation
Carolyn Ravenscroft,
to the 100th anniversary party of the cable
Archivist
landing (1969); the records of the Duxbury
While a graduate student at Simmons College Beach Reservation, Inc.; and a sermon
I had a professor who told me that all archivists preached by Duxbury’s Rev. Charles Turner
should have a two-minute “elevator speech”
in 1770. But, perhaps our most exciting
memorized to quickly explain what we do.
recent acquisition is a group of letters,
is was sound advice because archivists are postcards and envelopes that once belonged
a misunderstood lot. So, if you have a couple to the late Arthur Beane. Mr. Beane was an
of minutes…
avid collector of all things Duxbury and the
In a nutshell, an archivist helps preserve our letters are a wonderful glimpse into what
life was like here in the mid-19th century.
documentary heritage. We do this by
acquiring, appraising (for historic worth, not As the letters are cataloged (otherwise called
arranged or the third task from above) I will
monetary), arranging and making available
be sure to write blog articles and post
historic material. At the Drew Archives this
transcriptions on www.drewarchives.org
material is made up of correspondence,
log books, ledgers, photographs, etc. What it
does not necessarily include are books, other
than rare ones. Books are generally not
considered unique enough to be archival as in
they are not one-of-a-kind items. Archivists
are sometimes Rare Book Librarians or vice
versa, but their training is slightly diﬀerent.
People are often surprised that I don’t work in
a dark basement surrounded by dusty tomes.
Nothing could be further from the truth. e
Drew Archival Library is bright and climate
controlled – a perfect environment for both
people and manuscripts.

of any that are of special interest (hint,
there are already a couple that have us pretty
thrilled here).
And that brings me to another archival task –
to make available. All the hard work that goes
into arranging the collections would be for
naught if no one had access to them. Our
presence on social media sites helps get the
word out about our holdings. Along with the
Drew Archives blog, we also have a Flickr
page. Over the past month I have been
uploading many of the over 500 photographs
scanned by our former intern, Rachel Taylor,
onto the site. Currently our Flickr account
has 279 photos available for viewing. Our goal
is to have all of our scanned photos online in
the next month. ere is a deﬁnite interest
in our photographs - on a few days in March
the ﬂickr site had over 2,500 views!
ere you have it, a succinct explanation
of what an archivist does. If you would like
to assist in any aspect of archival work,
come volunteer!
A photo of
Powder Point
Hall is among
the hundreds
recently scanned
at the archives.

Lately, at the Drew Archives, I have been
doing a lot of that ﬁrst task of an archivist –

Historical Duxbury
Photographs Online
continued from page1

furnishings) as well as 13 archival collections
(some consisting of a single document and
some comprising several boxes of material).
e Society’s historic photographs and
documents are stored in the Drew Archival
Library (in the Wright Building at 147
St. George Street).e process of creating
an online photographs collection was
commenced in 2011 by DRHS Archivist

Carolyn Ravenscroft and
numerous interns and
volunteers at the Drew
Archives. After more than
a year of cataloging and
scanning photographs, the
Society has recently been
posting many images to
the online collection.
ose interested in learning
more about the Society’s
archival collection, or even helping with the online
project, are encouraged to contact the archives at
781-934-1382 or stop by Monday-Friday, 9 am to 1pm.

USS Swan stranded on
Duxbury Beach,1920.
One of the many DRHS online photos.
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How Myles Standish Lost His Head
Carolyn Ravenscroft, Archivist
[Note: is article ﬁrst appeared in
our Drew Archives catablog. To read
more articles like this one, please
go to drewarchives.org]
Myles Standish was known to have a
hot temper but it was not until 1922
that he truly lost his head.1 Shortly
after noon on a sultry August day an
electrical storm caused lightning to
strike the 116-foot monument
dedicated to the former military leader
of the Pilgrims. e bolt from the sky
caused Myles’s head and arm to topple
to the ground.
ere was no great push to replace his
missing granite anatomy so Myles
stood headless over Duxbury for four
long years. In 1926, a new head was
created by Boston sculptor John
Horrigan.2 Unfortunately the old
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lightning damaged legs could not
support their new addition so back to
the quarry it went, along with an order
for stronger lower limbs.3 Finally,
in 1930, an almost completely remade
Myles Standish was placed back atop
his perch (his outstretched arm and
possibly torso are the only remaining
parts of the original statue).
While the damage to its statue was
catastrophic, the beheading of Myles
Standish was only one in a series of
misfortunes suﬀered by the Monument
– and some would say it continues to
suﬀer. e Monument was conceived
not by a Duxbury resident but rather
by J. Henry Stickney of Baltimore, an
admirer of Capt. Standish. e land
atop Captain’s Hill, formerly owned by
Standish, was deemed the most
appropriate
spot to place a
memorial.
Architect Alden
Frink’s design
called for a
100′ monument
topped with a
14′ statue (with
two feet
between the
parapet and
the statue,
making it 116′
total). Garnering
support and
enough money
to begin the

Sculptor
John Horrigan
with a portion of
the reconstructed
Myles Standish,
1926.

project, the cornerstone was laid on
October 7, 1872, with much fanfare
and even Masonic ceremonies, in
front of 10,000 onlookers. But, after an
expenditure of $27,000 the monument
was still only 72 feet high. Interest
and money waned and it stood half
complete until a second wave of
donors saw the monument ﬁnished in
1898. When you look at the two shades
of granite, you can tell exactly where
construction originally halted.
By 1920 the Monument and statue
were in disrepair. Dr. Horton, the
President of the Standish Monument
Association, sought $10,000 from the
State for repairs and landscaping.
According to omas Weston’s
autobiography, the State could oﬀer
no assistance unless it acquired the
monument. After persuading the
Association to deed the land over, a bill
was signed by Gov. Calvin Coolidge,
allowing for Massachusetts to become
its owner and caretaker.4 us, when
Myles lost his head, the State
got the bill.
Today the State still gets the bill, but
with so many other pressing
responsibilities, the upkeep and
opening of the Myles Standish
Monument has become a bit overlooked. Despite this, however,
Myles, with his reconstructed head
and body, still stands tall.
1. “Bolt Beheads Myles Standish Statue on Duxbury
Shore,” Boston Sunday Globe, August 27, 1922. is date
has been misreported over the years as 1903, 1920 and
1924. However the actual storm hit on August 26, 1922,
two years after the State of Massachusetts took control of
the monument from the town.
2. S. J. Kelly of Boston designed the original statue. It was
sculpted by Stephano Brignoli and Luigi Limonetta of
Bayeno, Italy using granite from Maine. e Monument
was designed by architect Alden Frink.
3. e lower legs were left at Horrigan Granite Co. in
Quincy and later ended up in Halifax.
4. Excerpt from the autobiography of omas Weston in
Don H. Ross, “e Mystery of Captain Myles Standish’s
Legs”, 2001, p. 12.

please feel free to reach out to me
personally with your thoughts, comments
or questions.
Second, the best way for us to keep the
DRHS strong is to continue recruiting
new members, and the best way to do that
continued from page1 is through the enthusiasm of our existing
members. For that reason, I encourage
each of you to take the opportunity to tell
member will ask themselves these
a non-member neighbor or friend about
questions, and I also hope that every
the great work that the DRHS is up to.
member will provide us with his/her
Or, better yet, invite them to join you at
feedback, both positive and negative.
one of the many terriﬁc DRHS events and
One of my primary goals as new
lectures that are scheduled during the
president is to keep an open dialogue
with the DRHS’s membership, so please, coming spring, summer and fall. ey’ll
be impressed by what they see and hear,

Historical Society
Volunteer Awards

interpreting that unique historic house to
the public. It is no exaggeration to say
that were it not for them, the Society
continued from page1
would not be able to maintain regular
summer hours at Bradford House, and
and exhibition of our archival documents.
therefore they are responsible for
David does not just propose, but executes
keeping an entire aspect of our museum
these projects involving many, many
operations up and running. eir
hours of work. Most recently he scanned
enthusiasm for that property and their
what is probably our most treasured
historical knowledge of the Bradfords
collection of historic photographs. e
are most valued.
Facey Collection consists of 171 glass dry
plate negatives found by Charles Rogerson We were particularly pleased to recognize
Linda Pisani as this year’s recipient of
in the attic of the former Facey home on
the award for activities because she has,
Surplus Street. e negatives were taken
year after year, been a modest and quiet
by William Facey, a telegraph operator
presence, diligently working each
at the Cable House and amateur
ursday at the Nathaniel Winsor, Jr.
photographer. His photographs provide
House. As one of our volunteer oﬃce
some of our best visual documentation
receptionists, Linda ﬁelds calls and provides
of life in Duxbury at the turn of the 20th
important information to members
century. To scan these fragile negatives,
and visitors about the Society and our
David had to secure use of a special
programs. Perhaps more signiﬁcant, she
scanner. After scanning each one, he
has eagerly transcribed, over the course
presented a collection of high resolution
of a decade, more historical documents
digital ﬁles to the Drew Archives and, in
2012, rounded out the project by uploading than we have space to list. To oﬀer a few
highlights, these have included ships
those images to our online photostream,
logs, key record books relating to King
allowing the public to enjoy them.
Caesar, and most recently she has been
Elizabeth Hills and Anne Love were the
transcribing many of our oral history
recipients of the education award. is
recordings oﬀ of obsolete cassette tapes,
duo has, for many years, served as docents
preserving the reminiscences of some of
at the Captain Gershom Bradford House.
Duxbury oldest residents.
Together they have given many a tour,

and you’ll be reminded about why you’re
a member of the DRHS.
I look forward to seeing many of you at
DRHS events in the coming year. And
if you haven’t done so already, please
take a look at out our website, Facebook
page, Carolyn Ravenscroft’s fascinating
Drew Archival Library Blog
(at www.drewarchives.org), and the
DRHS’s “Duxbury in the Civil War Blog”
(at duxburyinthecivilwar.wordpress.com).
ank you!

Sam Davenport
President

Our “Volunteer of the Year” award is given
for outstanding volunteer contribution in
many areas and we were very happy to
award it to Tony Kelso. Tony has been
involved in the Society for many years,
indeed, probably since a very young age.
But his eﬀorts in 2012 alone are worthy of
a recognition award. He played a crucial
role in our most signiﬁcant project of the
year, the Brewster Site Archaeological
Dig. As the local expert on Elder William
Brewster, he provided invaluable research
to our archaeologist, Craig Chartier. He
coordinated the preparation of the site,
was present to supervise on behalf of the
Society nearly every day, and continually
consulted with Craig over the course of
the project. He also served as co-chairman
of Duxbury’s 375th Committee and
coordinated several aspects of the yearlong celebration including those events
co-sponsored by the DRHS, including a
very successful ﬁlm and lecture series.
And he has also contributed to the
re-organization of our educational
programs, working to keep communication
open with the Duxbury schools.
We are most grateful to all our
volunteers who do so much to further
the Society’s mission.
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Duxbury Soldiers in
the Bayous
Patrick Browne, Executive Director
[Note: is article ﬁrst appeared in our “Duxbury in
the Civil War” blog. To read more articles like this one,
please go to duxburyinthecivilwar.wordpress.com]

in good order…You will be glad to know that
we are well here and enjoy health…I am not
home sick in the least.2
In just a short time, however, a series of drenching
rain storms changed the pleasant scene as Barstow
describes in a letter eight days later:
It rained yesterday tough enough. undered
and lightning. e mud here is ankle deep…
George Torrey is sick. Some 20 of our company
report sick today…I am glad that I have kept
well and mean to if I can…We have just been
out on dress parade and we were dismissed as
a hard rain came on and got wet pretty well…
I had rather spend 6 months on board of a ship
than 3 here. Mud ankle deep and drill, drill
all the time. I am sick of such proceedings…3
In the ensuing weeks, the dampness of that lowland
camp along the Mississippi River, and the poor
quality of the water supply, resulted in rampant
ailments. e sick lists grew longer and longer.
During February and March four Duxbury men
died of disease: Private Charles J. Chandler and
Private William Bailey of the 38th Massachusetts;
and Private Charles E. Alden and Private Daniel W.
Delano of the 4th Massachusetts. ese represented
Duxbury’s ﬁrst casualties in Louisiana.
During the second week in March, preparations
began for a campaign against Port Hudson, Louisiana,
one of the last Confederate strongholds on the
Mississippi River. e 38th
Massachusetts left their
camp at Carrollton on
March 6, boarded a steamer
through “a very carnival of
mud,” were shipped up river
to Baton Rouge and camped
there for about a week.4
e 4th Massachusetts
followed on March 13.5
Control of the Mississippi
River was a key goal of the
Federal war eﬀort. While
General Ulysses Grant dealt
with the Confederate forces
entrenched in Vicksburg,
Mississippi, the task fell to
General Nathaniel Banks
(former Governor of
Massachusetts and
commander of the Army
of the Gulf) and Rear
Admiral David Farragut to
deal with Port Hudson.
Farragut intended to run a
ﬂeet of warships past the
heavily fortiﬁed heights at

By April 1863, 150 years ago this month, about 162
men from Duxbury had enlisted to serve in the
Union Army. Articles in the Society’s “Duxbury in
the Civil War” blog have frequently discussed
the Duxbury men who belonged to the 18th
Massachusetts Infantry (originally about 55 in
number) who served with the Army of the Potomac
beginning in 1861. Being engaged in the Virginia
theater, these men were involved in some of the
best-known battles of the Civil War.
However, by late winter 1863, a new wave of recruits
had taken the ﬁeld. No longer were the majority of
Duxbury soldiers serving in Virginia. About 85 green
soldiers, or 52% of those serving from Duxbury at
the time, had been shipped to Louisiana to become
part of the Army of the Gulf. Now Duxbury residents
would be reading of campaigns in and around places
with such strange names as Bayou Teche, Brashear
City, Plaquemine and Bayou Goula.
Duxbury’s soldiers in the Army of the Gulf belonged
to the 4th Massachusetts Infantry (about 51 Duxbury
men making up half of Company I) and the 38th
Massachusetts Infantry (about 34 men making up a
large portion of Company D). ese new regiments
arrived piecemeal in New Orleans over the course of
January and February 1863.
eir journey up the Mississippi River to the
Crescent City gave these Yankee soldiers a glimpse
of the Louisiana landscape. To most (if not all) of
the young men from Duxbury it was a foreign world.
Elegant plantation houses stood close by the river
surrounded by sugar cane ﬁelds, orange trees laden
with fruit, and everywhere the grey Spanish moss.1
Both regiments, along with a portion of the Army
of the Gulf, camped for several weeks at Carrollton,
Louisiana, then a suburb of New Orleans, but now a
part of that city. Early on, they admired the novelty
of the “Sunny South” and all seemed pleasant.
By remarkable coincidence, the Duxbury Rural and
Historical Society has just acquired a small collection
of six letters written by Private Henry Barstow of
the 4th Massachusetts. ree of these letters were
written while in camp at Carrollton during this very
period. eir acquisition occurred during the last
week in February, the same week they were written
150 years earlier. Barstow wrote to his parents:
I am on shore in Carrollton 7 miles from
New Orleans. We are encamped in tents in a
pleasant place. I am very well and good
Letter by Private Henry
appetite… all the boys are well…We have now
Barstow
to his parents in
entered in to camp life in tents—we have a
Duxbury. Recently
board ﬂooring to our tents—and everything is
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acquired.

Port Hudson. Once north of the town, he could
isolate Port Hudson by blockading the river.
To do this eﬀectively, he needed Army support.
Farragut urged Banks to move his Army of the Gulf
north and press the entrenchments at Port Hudson
as a diversion. Banks reluctantly agreed, but dragged
his feet about it. Farragut eventually announced to
a subordinate, “e time has come, there can be no
more delay. I must go—army or no army.” 6
As Farragut prepared to run past Port Hudson with
his ﬂeet, Banks eventually got his troops moving
during the second week of March 1863. Fully three
divisions of the Army of the Gulf moved against
Port Hudson, including the 4th Massachusetts and
the 38th Massachusetts. After an exhausting march
through the mud from Plaquemine Banks’s divisions
arrived near the Confederate entrenchments just a
few miles outside Port Hudson.
ere was no great assault on the part of Banks’s
forces, but they were successful in providing a
diversion while Farragut’s ﬂeet battled its way
past Port Hudson on the Mississippi River. As
remembered by the regimental historian, the 38th
Massachusetts, at a distance of some miles, could
hear the pitched battle taking place on the river:
Toward night, the sound of heavy guns was
heard in the vicinity of Port Hudson, and the
cannonading continued through the night,
while the shells from the gun-boats could be

plainly seen bursting over the fort. e reveille
was beaten at four o’clock…It was the general
opinion that there would be a brush with the
enemy, if not a pitched battle…But the morning
wore away without an alarm; and, at ten o’clock,
the line was formed, and the column headed
for Baton Rouge…e troops were in ill-humor,
the whole movement seeming incomprehensible
to them. Soon an aide from the commander-inchief rode up…to announce that the Hartford

and the Albatross had passed the batteries of
Port Hudson, and that “the object of the
expedition had been accomplished.” Gradually,
the men recovered their accustomed spirits…7
And so the Duxbury men, along with thousands of
soldiers, marched away from Port Hudson to go back
to their Carrollton camp. But they would eventually
return to Port Hudson. And their second expedition
would by no means be so uneventful.

1. George W. Powers, e Story of the irty Eighth Regiment of
Massachusetts Volunteers, (1866), p. 33.
2. Henry Barstow to parents, February 20, 1863, Drew Archives
of the Duxbury Rural and Historical Society.
3. Barstow to parents, February 28, 1863, Drew Archives.
4. Powers, p. 46.
5. Henry B. Maglathlin, Company I, Fourth Massachusetts Regiment, (1863), p. 27.
6. Lawrence L. Hewitt, Port Hudson, Confederate Bastion on
the Mississippi, (1994), p. 59.
7. Powers, p. 55.

Calendar of Events
Summer Lecture Series, “Marmee and Louisa”
ursday, June 20, 10:30 am,
Drew Archives, 147 St. George Street, Duxbury
Award-winning biographer Eve LaPlante, Abigail May Alcott’s
great-niece and Louisa May Alcott’s cousin, re-creates their shared
story from diaries, letters, and personal papers, some recently
discovered in a family attic and many others that were thought to
have been destroyed. In this groundbreaking work, LaPlante paints
an exquisitely moving and utterly convincing portrait of a woman
decades ahead of her time, and the ﬁercely independent daughter
whose life was deeply entwined with her mother’s dreams of freedom.
Admission $5.

Summer Exhibit Opening Reception
Friday, July 5, 6-8 pm,
King Caesar House, 120 King Caesar Road, Duxbury
An opportunity for members to preview our new exhibit in the
Potter Gallery at the King Caesar House, “Digging Duxbury:
e Brewster Homestead’s Archaeological Past.” Refreshments will
be served. As a special beneﬁt of membership, this event is free
for members and their guests.

Summer Lecture Series “Pirates of New England”
ursday, July 11, 10:30 am,
Drew Archives, 147 St. George Street, Duxbury
Stephen O’Neill, Associate Director and Curator at Pilgrim Hall
Museum will discuss lively tales of pirates and the New England
Coast. O’Neill curated an exhibit on pirates at the Heritage Museum
and Gardens, has lectured on “e History of Piracy” at Suﬀolk
University since 2005, and has conducted tours in Boston of sites
related to some infamous pirates. Admission $5.

Massachusetts. He is the creator of the New England Chowder
Compendium, a nationally recognized project at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst devoted to examining all things chowder.

Clark’s Island Picnic
Sunday, August 11, 1:30-4:30 pm, Clark's Island, Plymouth Bay
e Clark’s Island Picnic, open to the public, will take place at
Cedarﬁeld on the east side of the island. e Society’s annual picnic
on Clark’s Island is an opportunity for visitors to enjoy the historic
surroundings of Cedarﬁeld, the second oldest house on the island.
Clark’s Island in Plymouth Bay was the spot where the ﬁrst exploring
party from the Mayﬂower washed ashore in 1620. On the morning
of the next day they walked to the top of the island where stands an
enormous glacial boulder. As it was Sunday, they there celebrated
their ﬁrst Sabbath ashore in the New World. For this reason,
the outcropping on Clark’s Island is known as Pulpit Rock. To
commemorate this event, a sermon reﬂecting on the history of the
location and its meaning to current generations has traditionally
been given during the Society’s picnic. All are invited to pack a lunch,
head to the Island, and join us for an afternoon of history and fun.

Wicked Wicket Croquet Tournament
Saturday, August 17, 3-7 p.m.,
King Caesar House, 120 King Caesar Road, Duxbury
Get ready for the third annual “Wicked Wicket Croquet Tournament”
on the grounds of the King Caesar House. Teams will compete for
the Weston Cup. Attendees can either participate as players, or
simply enjoy the afternoon as spectators. ere will be an open bar
and food for both players and spectators provided by e Catered
Aﬀair. Internationally recognized croquet player and instructor
Bob Kroeger will be the Croquet Master, coordinating all aspects
of the competition. Admission is $200 per team. Admission for
spectators is $50 per person.

Summer Lecture Series, “Massachusetts
Cranberry Culture: A History from Bog toTable”

Summer Lecture Series, “e Lincoln Letter”

ursday, July 18, 10:30 am,
Drew Archives, 147 St. George Street, Duxbury
Robert S. Cox and Jacob Walker, authors of Massachusetts Cranberry
Culture, will trace the evolution of the cranberry growing in the
Bay State, exploring the history of this quintessential New England
industry. A former paleontologist and molecular biologist,
Robert Cox received his doctorate in history from the University
of Michigan and currently works at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. Jacob Walker spends most of his time along the coast of

Date TBD, 10:30 am, Drew Archives, 147 St. George Street, Duxbury
New York Times bestselling author of ten novels, William Martin
will discuss his new work, “e Lincoln Letter.” A new installment in
the adventures of his treasure-hunting characters Peter Fallon and
Evangeline Carrington, the story centers around the search for a
document of incredible historical importance and incalculable value:
Abraham Lincoln’s diary. Martin was the recipient of the 2005 New
England Book Award. ere are now over three million copies of his
books in print.
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New Members

“e Lamplighter” is published quarterly by
e Duxbury Rural & Historical Society.

e Duxbury Rural and Historical Society is pleased to
welcome the following new members who have joined the
Society since our last newsletter. We thank you for your
support and your dedication to preserving Duxbury’s heritage!

Main Oﬃce

Marian Blackwell
Deborah Chandler
Suzanne Corcoran
John Deloge
Bernie & Elaine Haﬀey
John & Mary Harrington
Mark Jacobson
Joan Kennedy

Christine McShane
Henrik & Shannon Moesaa
Sara Rosenberry
Donald Savery
Gary Shaﬀer
Greg Wadsworth
Daniel White
Mariette & Doug Wooden

Nathaniel Winsor, Jr. House
479 Washington Street, P.O. Box 2865
Duxbury, MA 02331
781-934-6106 Fax 781-934-5730
email: pbrowne@duxburyhistory.org
website: www.duxburyhistory.org

Library
Drew Archival Library
147 St. George Street, Duxbury
Monday - Friday, 9 am -1 pm and by appointment

Museums
King Caesar House
120 King Caesar Road, Duxbury
Open July - Labor Day,
Wednesday - Sunday, 1 pm - 4 pm.
Captain Gershom Bradford House
931 Tremont Street, Duxbury
Open July - Labor Day, Sunday, 1 pm - 4 pm.

